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Replacement Dormobile roof cap

Available for Split Screen and Bay window models our new moulds
are produced with alloy insert plates and strengthening. Cut outs can
be made for original rubber seal fixed glass windows or for our
opening sun hatch alternatives. The inside of the roof caps are flow
coated white to provide a good looking finish when raised
£665.00

Set of mouldings/canopy hold downs
Like the original Mouldings that hold the canopy to the vehicle roof and fibreglass
cap made of aluminium
£165.00

Roof Frame
Like the original, a reinforcing roof frame that sits in the hole made in the vehicle
roof.
£375.00
Roof vent covers (Colour of cover – opaque white)

Made from the original pattern, our vent covers are manufactured in
almost unbreakable white polycarbonate. They are UV stable and will not easily
yellow and become brittle. Drilling this material is easy as it is soft and will not crack.
Supplied with the required stainless steel fixings.
£41.25

Roof vent rubber seal
Manufactured from black silicon rubber, these are reproductions of
the originals. These are supplied with a white felt insert to keep out draughts.
When fitting use contact adhesive in corners.
£15.99

Roof vent opening mechanism

Very close in design to the original fitting, these mechanisms are made
from non-rusting aluminium, stainless steel & brass. Will fit as a direct
replacement.

£47.50

Roof vent hinges

Sold as a pair, these solid polished stainless steel hinges are a
replacement for the original plain brass butt type hinges.

£11.00

Roof glass
Made from the original pattern, Toughened glass to fit original roof cap

£50.99

Roof glass seal
Sold per window, this is a two part seal incorporating a rubber infill
section. The rubber used for this seal is very soft enabling the seal to
fit the tight corners of the window aperture.

£19.99

Roof glass seal glazing tool

This tool enables the fitting of the insert/filler strip into main section
of the window seal.

£11.99

Roof cap edge trim
This tough black edge trim prevents your roof cap from cutting a
hole in the vehicle steel roof panel.
Available in two forms:Standard U-shaped trim
Trim with round soft rubber extrusion added

£21.50
£25.50

Rubber roof securing straps
These items are what is required to hold the roof down when not in use.
Sold as a pair
Internal
External

£23.50
£8.98

Complete roof cap lifting arm assembly (both sides)

Supplied with two new spiral assistor springs these assemblies are
manufactured in stainless steel and have spring button locking. Top
bracket and mounting bolts are included.(Priced as a set.)

£340.00

Lift arm spring pin

These spring pins or buttons can be used to replace the rocking strut
catch normally fitted.

£3.50

Spiral springs for lifting arm

New spiral springs to replace tired items in your roof lifting arms.
Two per lifting arm required. Sold as a pair

£65.99

Extreme care is needed when replacing these springs. Our advice would be to
get an experienced fitter to replace these items.

Centre roof lifting handle
The original mild steel item rusts under the plastic coating. This
replacement made in stainless steel.

£155.00

Roof cap hinges

Supplied as a set of three, these plain stainless steel hinges can be drilled
to match the hole pattern of both the vehicle roof and the roof cap. Will fit
both Split and Bay models however, will need gentle bending to match the
roof curve of either model.

£35.00

Roof cap centre mirror
Matches original hole mountings and supplied with new screws
and chrome caps

£21.50

Replacement roof canopies

If you need to replace your canopy, we can supply a new
Candy Stripe canopy matching the original green or red thin stripes.
Our canopy material is fire retardant, slightly thicker and has a tighter
weave to the coated fabric, making it more resilient than that fitted
originally. Canopies are also available in the plain colours and made of
the same material as the Candy Stripe version.
Velcro straps for attachment to roof hoops and fitting advice supplied.
Candy Stripe Red or Green
Plain colours (White, Royal Blue, Bright Yellow, Silver Grey and various)
Special canopy/colour match

£395.00
£320.00
£430.00

Canopy repair kit
Possibly saving the need to replace the canopy, our repair kit contains
two patches of good condition original canopy material together
with a tube of the same PVC cement we use to make our new canopies.
Available in Red or Green Candy Stripe

£17.50

Stainless steel roof hoop set
Made from 10mm Stainless Steel tube and supplied with stainless
steel mounting brackets and stainless fixings. These hoops will not
leave rust marks inside your new canopy.

£499.99

Please be aware that due to the awkward shape of these hoops they will be
shipped in sturdy wooden packaging and a higher carriage charge will occur.
Please check cost when ordering.

Roof bunk material

UV stable, mildew resistant, these covers are available
in a wide range of colours, all by special order. Sold as a pair, these
covers are tapered to match the bunks.

£125.00

Roof bunk covers
UV stable, mildew resistant and non-stretch, these covers are available
in an ivory colour by special order. Sold as a pair, supplied
with turn button eyelets

£145.00

Roof Bunk Set
Reproduction of the originals with a choice of bunk cover colour
(Pair) Mid Steel

£575.00

VW Dormobile Child Bunk

Brand new child bunk assembly as originally offered as a factory option
to all Bay Window owners, heavy steel bunk poles and door pillar
mounting brackets. Bunk covers available in a wide range of colours.
This bunk can also provide excellent storage when not being used
for sleeping.
Child bunk assembly

£549.99

OTHER PARTS FOR YOUR DORMOBILE
Silent Gliss curtain track
Aluminium track with a small flange to enable drilling and fitting
with standard small screws, This is 1.3 metres in length and comes
as part of a pack with 2 curtain track stops, 4 fixing screws,
25 curtain hooks and 25 curtain track sliders with loop

£25.50

Black ribbed floor mat
Thick fine ribbed rubber floor mat, width 1.22m sold by the metre

£10.50

Turn locks and Pop studs

Large single chrome turn lock with twin screw base fixing. These are
used to secure inside roof cap straps and for the bunk cover sheets.
Turnbutton
Eyelet and washer

£1.50
£1.00

Chrome Pop stud for fixing original curtains to windscreen, and can be used
in various other places. Supplied with attached screw in base.

£1.00

As above but for attaching to fabric

£1.00

Simple punch and anvil for assembly of pop studs

£24.99

Dormobile Badges

Dormobile ‘Big D’ badge, an acrylic black silver and white badge
Used on Bay VW tailgate

Bay door badge infill, made to fit into small rectangular silver badge
housing This has the word DORMOBILE in silver letters on a black
background.

£9.50

Out of stock

Split screen and early Bay chrome letter door badge. This can be fitted
using very small s/steel screw fixings.
£31.99

Aluminium Dormobile manufacturers plate. Similar to the Bay window stick
on production label with space for manufactures production number to be
stamped if known.

£25.99

Dormobile sticker

This is a Dormobile sticker we use on new conversions.

£4.50

Polyurethane Sealer
Available in black or white, this is the only type of sealer to use. Unlike
silicon PU has adhesive within its mix to ensure it will not peel away in time.
Wipe off while wet with White Spirit. For use with a mastic gun.
£14.75

Carpet
Automotive grey or black velour carpet with coated back NOT foam back. Roll width
1.5m can be applied with carpet contact adhesive spray. Sold by the metre. £8.50

Dormobile telescopic tap

As originally fitted to Bay window sink

£36.99

Twist and fold tap

A variation on the above, this tap folds itself into the basin so that a
sink cover can be fitted. Not original to VW Dormobile but useful in
non standard layout.

£36.99

Dormobile foot operated water pump

The classic pedal operated water pump fitted in the Bay cupboard

£57.50

Dormobile foot operated water pump repair kit
Repair your foot pump with this kit (for Whale pumps)

£17.95

Dormobile VW Bay Window replacement sink moulding

Brand new sink moulding supplied complete with waste and plug
Fit as a direct replacement for the original.
VW sink moulding

£85.00

Replacement plug

£1.20

Sink drain assembly with plug

£3.66

Mains portable hook up unit
A removable mains 220/240v hook up unit to be used to connect to approved site
mains supply outlets. Fully weather proof and Shock protected, two 13amp style
plug sockets and heavy duty supply lead
£225.99

A selection of other products are available including custom water tanks,
cabin heaters by Webasto, twin charge systems, 240v/12v inverters etc.
We can make up and supply interiors.
If you cannot see what you are looking for, please do not hesitate to contact
us.

THIS PRICE LIST FOR THE UK & ALL EU COUNTRIES

SHIPPING AND POSTAGE AT EXTRA COST.
CERTAIN ITEMS ARE MADE TO ORDER ONLY
STOCK ITEMS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 36 HRS
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PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT @ 20%
VAT No 320 5672 82
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